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Abstract—Storage requirements for visual data has been increasing in
recent years, following the emergence of many new services and
applications for both personal and corporate use. This has been a key
driving factor for the adoption of cloud-based data outsourcing solutions.
However, outsourcing data storage to the Cloud also leads to new
challenges that must be carefully addressed, specially regarding privacy.
In this paper we propose a novel secure framework for outsourced and
distributed privacy-preserving storage and retrieval in large image
repositories. Our proposal is based on a novel cryptographic scheme,
named IES-CBIR, specifically designed for media image data. Our
solution enables both encrypted storage and querying using Content
Based Image Retrieval (CBIR) while preserving privacy. We have built a
prototype of the proposed framework, analyzed its security properties,
and experimentally evaluated its performance and precision. Our results
show that IES-CBIR allows more efficient operations than existing
proposals, both in terms of time and space complexity, while enabling
less restrictive use cases and application scenarios.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Nowadays visual data is responsible for one of the largest shares
of global Internet traffic in both corporate and personal use scenarios
[1]. The amount of images, graphics, and photos being generated and
shared everyday is growing at an ever increasing rate. The storage
needs for such large amounts of data has been a driving factor for
data outsourcing solutions such as the ones leveraging Cloud Storage
and Computing services. Reports show that Cloud services
specifically de-signed for image storage and sharing, such as
Instagram and Flickr, are among the largest growing internet services
today

[2]. Additionally, the availability of large amounts of images
in public and private repositories opens the way for other
interesting services, such as the retrieval of images based on
their contents (CBIR).
Despite the fact that data outsourcing seems a natural solution to
support large scale image storage and retrieval systems, it also raises
new challenges in terms of data control and privacy. This is a natural
consequence of outsourcing data, which usually implies releasing
control (and some times even full ownership) over it [3]. Recent news
have provided clear proofs that privacy should not be expected to be
preserved from outsourced storage providers [4], [5]. Furthermore,
malicious system administrators working for the providers have full
access to data on the hosting cloud machines [6], [7]. Finally,

external hackers can exploit software vulnerabilities to gain
unauthorized access to servers.
The conventional approach to address privacy in this con-text has
been to encrypt sensitive data before outsourcing it and run all
computations on the client side [8]. However, this imposes too much
client-overhead, as data must continuously be downloaded,
decrypted, processed and then re-upload after encryption. Many
applications cannot cope with this overhead, particularly online and
mobile applications operating over very large datasets (e.g,
searching), such as image repositories with CBIR services. A more
viable approach would be to out-source computations, performing
operations over the encrypted data on the server side. Existing
proposals in this domain remain on the theoretical realm, namely
those requiring fully homomorphic encryption, which is still
computationally too expensive [9]. Nonetheless, partially
homomorphic encryption schemes are an interesting alternative, with
recent proposals pursued by the research community, yielding more
practical results while providing a good tradeoff between privacy and
usability [10]–[13]. Unfortunately, existing solutions are still
computationally too complex for wide adoption, particularly
regarding the support of private CBIR over large-scale image
repositories.
To address these challenges we propose a novel Image
Encryption Scheme with CBIR capabilities (IES-CBIR), which
supports outsourcing of private storage and search/retrieval of images
in the encrypted domain. Key to the design of our scheme is the
observation that in images, color information can be separated from
texture information, enabling the use of different encryption
techniques with different properties for protecting each of these
features. Following this observation, and considering that texture is
usually more relevant than color in object recognition [14], in IESCBIR we make the following tradeoff: we choose to prioritize the
protection of image contents, by encrypting texture information with
probabilistic encryption; then we somewhat relax the security on
color features, by using deterministic encryption on image color
1

information . This combination provides support for privacypreserving CBIR based on color information to be performed directly
on outsourced servers, while still protecting the contents of images
from the operators of these servers and users issuing queries.

In addition to IES-CBIR proposal, in this paper we also
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present the following contributions: (i) we show how IES-CBIR can
be used in a flexible way to design outsourced image storage systems
with CBIR support for the color domain, while avoiding complex
computations to be performed by the client and therefore avoiding
performance pitfalls that exist in other works [12], [13]; (ii) we
present a security analysis focused on the privacy provided by our
scheme for the considered adversary model; (iii) we experimentally
show that when compared with competing alternatives [10], [11],
IES-CBIR provides increased cryptographic throughput, lower
ciphertext expansion, and lower computational overhead; and finally
(iv) we show that the precision and recall [16] of a CBIR based on
color features using IES-CBIR is comparable with current state of the
art. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section II
overviews the relevant related work, comparing it to our solution;
Section III presents the system model, use cases, and adversary
model definitions subjacent to our proposal; Section IV describes the
main building blocks that compose our solution; Section V evaluates
our work in terms of privacy, retrieval precision, and performance;
and Section VI concludes the paper.

II.

RELATED WORK

Previous proposals for supporting outsourced storage and
search/retrieval of images in the encrypted domain can be di-vided in
two classes: Searchable Symmetric Encryption (SSE) based
approaches and Public-Key partially-Homomorphic ap-proaches
(PKHE). SSE has been widely used in the past by the research
community, both for image [12], [13], [17] and text [18]–[21]
retrieval. These approaches force clients to generate indexing
structures describing the data, and then separately encrypting both
data and indexes and uploading them to the cloud. The data
encryption is typically performed using con-ventional symmetric
cryptography. In order to allow privacy-preserving search over them,
indexing structures are encrypted with a symmetric-key
cryptographic scheme displaying some form of homomorphic
properties, such as determinism [22] or order-preservation [15].
SSE approaches in the image domains can be found in proposals
by Lu et al. [12], [13], where different cryptographic algorithms are
proposed to encrypt index and feature vectors extracted from image
repositories while preserving the ability to perform CBIR based on
color features. Yuan et al. [17] also present a similar approach,
although more focused on recommendation and social discovery.
Unfortunately, SSE-based approaches present significative
limitations: (i) clients are required to compute and encrypt indexes
locally, which entails the use of additional computational power and
limits the scalability of the solution, specially for mobile clients; (ii)
clients have to transfer additional data to the cloud, leading to
additional bandwidth and storage space consumption in these servers,
negatively impacting the storage operations latency perceived by
users; (iii) finally, managing dynamic updates becomes unpractical,
i.e. when a user edits his outsourced repository he may be required to
download the indexing structures (and/or image feature vectors),
decrypt them, up-date/recompute their scores, encrypt them again and
re-upload them to the cloud, exacerbating the above drawbacks.
The alternatives to SSE that can be found in the literature [10],
[11] are based on public-key partially-homomorphic

encryption (PKHE) schemes such as Paillier [23] or ElGammal

[24] (which allow only additions and multiplications on the
encrypted domain, respectively). In these approaches clients
encrypt images in a way that outsourcing servers can perform all
image indexing and querying operations directly over the
encrypted data, avoiding many of the practical issues of SSEbased solutions. Unfortunately, PKHE presents much higher time
and space complexities when compared with SSE schemes. For
instance, Hsu et al. [10] have designed a powerful CBIR
algorithm for the encrypted domain (based on SIFT [10]) by
resorting to the Paillier cryptosystem [23]. However, their
approach results in significative ciphertext expansion (for a
secure key size of at least 1024 bits, each pixel is transformed
from its traditional 24 bits representation into 2048 ciphertext
bits), slow encryption and decryption times (as we will
experimentally show in our evaluation section V-B2), and in
scalability issues (the “ciphertext blowup” problem [25]).
To overcome some PKHE limitations in image-processing,
another approach was proposed by Zheng et al. [11]. In this work the
authors rely in an additively homomorphic scheme for images also
based on Paillier, where ciphertexts are replaced by pointers to a
ciphertext table (built by mapping those pointers to all possible
ciphertext pixel values). While this approach reduces the number of
encryption operations required while also mitigating the ciphertext
expansion problem, it still presents a significative computational
overhead which limits its practicality.
In this work we propose IES-CBIR, a novel cryptographic
scheme that allows us to design outsourced image repos-itory
systems that support CBIR based on color features, while protecting
the privacy of both image owners and users issuing queries.
Comparing with the state-of-art, IES-CBIR has a computational
complexity similar to that of SSE-based systems, while avoiding
clients to perform computations to generate and update image
indexing structures. IES-CBIR also minimizes ciphertext expansion
and consequently bandwidth and outsourced space requirements, with
positive impact on user-perceived latency. These benefits are
illustrated in our experimental analysis in Sec. V, where the
performance of a IES-CBIR system is compared against the state of
the art SSE [13] and PKHE [10] based approaches.

III.

SYSTEM AND ADVERSARY MODELS

1) System Model: We start by describing a generic system model
that we envision for the application of IES-CBIR to design
outsourced image repositories with CBIR support and high privacy.
In this model, we consider two main entities: the Cloud and
(multiple) Users (Fig. 1). Images are outsourced to repositories which
are managed by a cloud infrastructure operator (i.e., the cloud). Each
repository is used by multiples Users, which can both add their own
images to the repository and/or issue queries over the data stored in
the cloud using an image (image query) or the unique identifier of an
image (id query). Users can also request access to stored images. To
ensure the privacy of users, all data sent to repositories (including
new images being stored and query images) are encrypted using our
image encryption scheme, IES-CBIR.
Repositories are created by a single user. Upon their cre-ation, a
new trapdoor (or search) key is generated by the user.
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a) Personal Health Records: Personal health records (PHR)
storage is being offered today as an outsourced service by major cloud
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Fig. 1: System Model

This key allows users to issue search and retrieval operations over it’s
repository. The trapdoor key is then shared with other trusted users,
allowing them to also store new images on the repository and search
over it. Key sharing can be done asynchronously and out-of-band, for
instance, by resorting to a key-sharing protocol with public-key
authentication such as Needham-Schroeder-Lowe [26]. However we
find that the discussion on how to securely share keys between Users
falls outside the scope of this paper.

When adding images to a repository, a user will first encrypt
them using the IES-CBIR encryption algorithm. To this end the
user relies on the trapdoor key of the target repository, as well as
an additional access key per image. An access key is generated by
a user when storing a new image, and kept secret by him. The
encrypted image is then transmitted to the cloud platform, which
is responsible for extracting and indexing its relevant features
[27].
Users that have access to a repository can also issue queries
over it, using one of their already stored images or a new a query
image. In the later case, the new query image is encrypted with
IES-CBIR through the use of the repository’s trapdoor key and a
randomly generated access key. The cloud infrastructure is
responsible for processing the query and sending the top k
matches to the issuer of the query, where k is a configurable
parameter per query.
The reply to a query will contain k pairs of ciphertext– metadata,
which include the id of the user that stored the image and the image’s
id. In order to fully decrypt and access the contents of an image, the
querying user will require not only the trapdoor key of the repository,
but also the access key for that image. To that end, the user must
contact the owner of that image, providing its identifier and
requesting its corresponding access key. User interactions can be
done asynchronously (and out-of-band) by resorting to a public-key
authenticated protocol as discussed previously.

operators . PHR may contain both textual and/or image information (e.g.
colored MRAs, skin cancer photos, among others) from previous medical
consults or exams of several patients followed by different medical
doctors at different healthcare centers. The availability of this information, not only ensures a better service towards patients, but also offers
a high potential for the exchange of healthcare in-formation among
different medical professionals and institutes to assist them in treating
patients with similar conditions, as well as for research proposes. In this
scenario, medical doctors are Users of the system, and outsource PHR of
their patients to a cloud-based backend (the Cloud). In the cloud, PHR are
organized in alliance-based repositories between cooperating
professionals and/or medical specialty-based repositories. Be-cause PHRs
contain sensitive information and belong to the patients, these records can
be protected by an access key only known to the patient. The trapdoor
key of a repository is shared among all cooperating medical doctors of all
medical centers involved in this effort. Doctors can then perform search
operations on these repositories, and indirectly request the keys to PHRs
that might be of their interest, through the physician following the patient
to whom those records belong to.

b) Storage for Mobile Users: Existing studies have shown
that Internet users are increasingly mobile [1]. Since mobile clients
usually have limited computational and storage resources, they tend
to rely on cloud services for storing and processing bulky data such
as images. In this scenario, mobile clients (Users) want to delegate
their private image repositories storage to a Cloud provider, in order
to cope with the limitations of their device’s storage capability, computational power, and battery life. Additionally, clients might be
interested in allowing their images to be searched (and eventually
accessed) by other users (either friends, family, or co-workers).
Privacy can be relevant for instance when a user is a public figure or
has access to sensitive material. Additionally, one might imagine that
some companies could have interest in accessing the images owned
by a given user, for instance when performing background checks on
prospective new employees, among other scenarios.
3) Adversary Model: We aim at protecting the privacy of users’
images and queries. In this work, we don’t consider integrity or
availability threats, as they can be handled by different mechanisms
that are orthogonal to the contributions of this paper. Attacks on
privacy may come from honest but cu-rious cloud administrators
managing the cloud’s infrastructure, malicious users that deviate
from their expected behavior, or external hackers. Concerning a
malicious cloud administrator, we assume that he may have access to
all data stored on disk or in RAM on any device physically located at
the cloud, and passing through the network from or to the cloud. We
follow the Honest but Curious Cloud Model introduced by [3],
meaning that it will perform operations as intended but may try to
access encrypted image contents and related information. On the
other hand, external malicious entities are assumed to only be able to
access data passing through the network, or in the particular case of
malicious users, being able to issue queries over a repository (with or
without access to the correct

2) Relevant Use Cases: As a way to illustrate the broad
applicability of our system model, we now briefly discuss two
relevant use cases and explain the mapping of the concrete

entities in these use cases to our model.
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trapdoor key). Leveraging their capacities towards the system, the
described adversaries attempt to break any secure protocols and/or
cryptographic schemes to gain unauthorized access to data owned by
(other) users and stored in the repositories at the cloud. We further
assume that distinct adversaries can collude with each other (e.g.
malicious users and cloud operators), as they won’t gain any further
advantage as a whole against the system. Although we do not
explicitly assume a malicious cloud operator, we note that such an
adversary could indeed compromise the availability and integrity of
the data stored in the cloud, being however unable to compromise the
privacy of stored content.
To protect against privacy attacks, we rely on a novel
cryptographic scheme specifically designed for images (we cover the
design of this algorithm in Sec. IV-A and its security discussion in
Sec. V-A). This scheme reduces the Trusted Computing-Base to the
users’ devices and defines the cloud’s infrastructure and
communication channels as not trusted.

IV. IES-CBIR DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION
Our solution is composed of two main components: an image
encryption component, that is executed on the users devices; and a
storage, indexing, and searching component (in the encrypted
domain), executed in the cloud. Next we present the design of our
proposed solution, but first we discuss a brief definition of what
should be privacy for images.

Definition 1 (Image Privacy). We define privacy for an image
as the inability of an (unauthorized) entity to detect or identify
objects (i.e, item, persons, etc) on the pixels that compose the
image, given their color values in some color space and their
positions within the image.
We remark that pixel color values define the color intensity of
images as a whole, and that pixel positions, i.e. pixels and their
adjacent pixels, allied with strong color changes in those adjacent
pixels, define texture information (the presence of objects within the
image). We also remark that usually, texture information is more
relevant in image retrieval and object recognition [14]. Finally, we
conclude that no sub-component alone (i.e. color or texture data) can
be used to infer the precise contents of an image, as color data on
itself is usually ambiguous (e.g. strong blue can mean sky, ocean,
etc.) and texture data depends not only on pixel positions but also on
their color values (we assume no previous background information is
available on the image or its repository). In the light of this definition,
we now present our solution in detail.

A. Image Encryption
The main component on the users side is based on a novel
cryptographic scheme specifically designed for images and privacy
preserving CBIR, which we dubbed IES-CBIR. Our scheme
leverages the above definition on image privacy, by separating color
from texture information and applying different levels of security
when protecting each. Following the definition, more specifically the
remark that texture is usually more relevant than color for object
recognition, in IES-CBIR we protect image texture with probabilistic
encryption and color information with deterministic encryption.
Hence, privacy-preserving CBIR based on color can be performed on
the cloud servers, without intervention of users, while fully

protecting image texture (a detailed security evaluation can be
found in sec. V-A). We define IES-CBIR as:
Definition 2 (IES-CBIR). An Image Encryption Scheme with
CBIR capabilities (IES-CBIR) is a tuple (GENTK, GENAK, ENC,
DEC, TRP) of five polynomial-time algorithms, where:
GENTK(sptk): is a probabilistic algorithm that takes as
input the security parameter sptk 2 N and generates a trapdoor
key tk with length polynomially bounded by it;
GENAK(spak): is a probabilistic algorithm that takes as
input the security parameter spak 2 N and generates an access
key ak with length polynomially bounded by it;

ENC(I; tk; ak): is an algorithm that takes as input an
image I and the cryptographic keys ftk; akg and returns an
encrypted image CI ;
DEC(CI ; tk; ak): is an algorithm that takes as input an
encrypted image CI and keys ftk; akg and returns the
decrypted image I;
TRP(Q; tk): is an algorithm that takes as input a query
image Q and a trapdoor key tk and returns a trapdoor TQ;
Algorithm 1 Create New Repository
1: procedure USER(U ).CREATEREPOSITORY(R, sptk) . User operation
2:

tkR GENTK(sptk)

3:

cloud.CreateRepository(R)

4:

return tkR

. Remote call to cloud

5: end procedure

request full access to an image by asking its owners for the
corresponding access key.
C. System Protocols
In this section we provide a system-centric description on the use
of IES-CBIR to design a cloud-based image storage system with
CBIR support over color features. To this end, we briefly describe the
main operations available to users, accompanied by the algorithms
used to implement them. The description provided here is consistent
with the prototype used for our experimental work, whose results are
reported in sec.

V. We omit operations related with the request and sharing of
keys, as these are orthogonal to the use of IES-CBIR.
1) Instantiate a new Repository: We start by describing the
operation used by a user to create a new repository (Alg. 1). The
main operation associated with this task is the generation, by the user,
of the trapdoor key tkR for repository R, through the GENTK
algorithm (line 2), given the security parameter sptk provided by the
user. sptk will usually have the value of 101, in order to cover the
range [0::100]. On the cloud’s side, the operation CreateRepository
simply creates an empty index, and pre-allocates some storage space
for a repository R.
2) Upload New Image: Alg. 2 illustrates the procedure followed
by a user U to store a new image on repository R in the cloud. U
0
provides as input: repository’s id R, an image I, R s trapdoor key
tkR, and the security parameter for generating a access key (spak).
The algorithm is straight-forward: first an access key for image I is
generated (akI ) through the algorithm GENAK (line 2). This key,
together with the tkR, is used to encrypt I to its ciphertext CI using
the ENC algorithm (line 3). CI is then uploaded to the cloud for
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storage (line 4) using the cloud’s storeImage remote procedure. Upon
receiving ciphertext CI , the cloud generates an unique identifier IDI ,
extracts from CI the color feature vectors (three color histograms)
and indexes them (lines 8-10). CI is then persistently stored and IDI
is returned to the user (lines 11-12). Finally, the Upload procedure
returns a pair containing the image identifier IDI , and the access key
akI , which are required for future accesses to the image.
3) Issue a Query (with an image): Alg. 3 sketches the procedure
used by users (and the respective algorithm executed by the cloud) to
perform searches over a repository R using image Q. As input for this
operation the user has to provide the trapdoor key for repository R
(tkR) and also a parameter k, which is the number of results to be
returned. User U starts by generating Q’s trapdoor, TQ, using IESCBIR GENTRP algorithm with inputs Q and tkR (line 2). TQ is then
sent to the cloud (line 3) as a parameter for the Search remote
invocation. The cloud computes the feature vectors of TQ, find the
image’s representation in the BOVW model and then accesses the
index, finding the top k most similar images and

Algorithm 2 Store New Image

V. EVALUATION
In this section we evaluate our proposal. We start by
analyzing the security properties of IES-CBIR.
A. Security Analysis
We start this security analysis by clearly defining what we allow
to be leaked to a Probabilistic Polynomial-Time bounded Adversary
(PPTA, representing our adversary model from sec. III-3: malicious
cloud administrator, malicious user or internet hacker). Then, we
discuss IES-CBIR security properties, by analyzing its robustness
against key and ciphertext cryptanal-ysis in the adversary and leakage
models defined.
Definition 3 (Allowed Information Leakage). In IES-CBIR, we
define that we allow the leakage of search patterns and image
similarity based on color features. Search pattern leakage is common
to all efficiently searchable encryption schemes [10]– [13], [17]–[22],
and is only addressed by Oblivious RAM works [30] at much higher
costs in terms of computation and

1: procedure USER(U ).UPLOAD(R; I; tkR; spak) . Performed by a user
2:

3:
4:
5:

akI
CI

GENAK(spak)

Algorithm 4 Access an Image

ENC(I; tkR; akI )

IDI

1: procedure ACCESS(I; tkR; akI )

cloud.storeImage(R; CI )

2:

return fIDI ; akI g

6: end procedure

7: procedure CLOUD.STOREIMAGE(R; CI )
8:

IDI GenerateID(CI )

9:

histsI = fhistH ; histS; histV g

10:

IndexFeatures(R; IDI ; histsI )

11:

Put(R; IDI ; fCI ; histsI g)

12:

return IDI

. Performed by the cloud

3:
return I
4: end procedure

ExtractFeatureVectors(CI )

13: end procedure

Algorithm 3 Issue Query
1: procedure USER(U ).SEARCH(R; Q; tkR; k) . Performed by a user
2:
TQ
GenTrp(Q; tkR)
3:
rankedImgDistances cloud.Search(R; TQ; k)
4:
return rankedImgDistances
5: end procedure
6: procedure CLOUD.SEARCH(R; TQ; k)
. Performed by the cloud
7:
histsTQ = fhistH ; histS; histV g
ExtractFeatureVectors(TQ)
BOV W
TQ
R.BOVWRepresentation(histsTQ )
8:
9:

. Performed by a User

I DEC(CI ; tkR; akI )

KMostSimilar Sort(R.KMostSimilarInIndex(BOV WTQ ; k))

10:
return KMostSimilarImages
11: end procedure

bandwidth. Image similarity based on color features is the desired
property we are outsourcing to the cloud, allowing us to minimize
users computational overhead and to address the use cases described
in sec. III-2. Furthermore, this similarity leakage is only statistical
(true color values of images and their pixels are always encrypted),
and, following our image privacy definition (def. 1) and our security
evaluation (bellow), won’t suffice for a PPTA to access encrypted
image contents.
1) Key Security: IES-CBIR depends on two different keys: trapdoor
and access keys. Trapdoor keys are composed of three sub-keys (tk =
ftkH ; tkS; tkV g), where each sub-key is a random permutation of all
values between [0::100]. An attack on each sub-key requires trying 101!
possible values (each sub-key is a random permutation of 101 values). As
the trapdoor key is composed of 3 equally complex sub-keys, where all 3
are used in image encryption, the complexity to search the full space of
3

returning their unique identifiers and ciphertexts to the query
issuer U (lines 7-10).
4) Access an Image: Alg. 4 illustrates the mechanism to access
an image I. This algorithm can be executed by any user that has
gained access to it’s encrypted counterpart CI , including it’s owner
or a user that has searched the repository R (using a trapdoor key tkR)
and later obtained from I’s owner the corresponding access key akI .
The algorithm is a straightforward application of the IES-CBIR DEC
algorithm introduced earlier in the paper. Note however, that in order
to access the plaintext of image I, both the trapdoor key of the
repository where the image was stored, and the access key (unique)
for the image are required.

the trapdoor key is (101!) which is computationally unfeasible for any
PPTA. Access keys (ak) have a size of 128 bits, and are used as a
cryptographic seeds for a PRNG function. These keys are only used as
entropy generators for the PRNG, and their size can be parametrized in
function of the PRNG algorithm used. Nonetheless, we consider a size of
128 bits (which is also the smaller key size allowed for the AES
algorithm) to be secure for a PRNG algorithm implementation, such as
RC4-based PRNG, for any PPTA.
2) Encrypted Images Security: In our adversary model, PP-TAs will
(cloud operators) or may (malicious users and internet hackers) have
access to all encrypted images in the different repositories. As such, we
must analyze what can be observed by these adversaries. Since IES-CBIR
separates image color from texture information, using different
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encryption algorithms to protect each, we separately analyze their
security properties.

In terms of texture information, reconstructing an original image
is almost as hard as solving a random jigsaw puzzle. The random
values used to shift row and column positions range between 1 and
the image width w and height h, respectively. To find the lower
security-bound values w and h for this algorithm, consider the
particular example of a small image of 16 16 pixels. In this case, IESCBIR requests from the PRNG function 16 + 16 = 32 random values
in the range [1::16]. Since 4 bits are enough to represent all values up
(32 4)

128

to 16, a PPTA would need to try 2
=2
combinations in order
to generate all possible permutations of pixels in the image. More
generally, one can show that for an image of size w l, the difficulty to
reconstruct it from its ciphertext
w l

16

can be deduced to be w l . Assuming that a space of 16
128
2
is secure against PPTAs (as this would
17

16

16

=

6

require an effort of around 10 years for an adversary with 10 cpus,
6
4
each performing 10 IES-CBIR encryption operations per second ), we
can conclude that our approach will be secure
5

analysis of entropy provided by IES-CBIR. Then we discuss the
performance evaluation, comparing our solution with the relevant
related works. Finally we show the retrieval precision achieved, also
comparing with the related approaches.

1) Experimental Security Evaluation: For this evaluation we
performed a statistical analysis to assess the level of entropy in
encrypted images. The assessment consisted in analyzing the level of
correlation between all horizontally, vertically and diagonally
adjacent pixels, for original plaintext images, at different steps of
IES-CBIR encryption process, and for a complete random
permutation of all pixel positions. We used the correlation function of
[32], where the obtained values range between [ 1; ::; 1], and the
images with higher entropy get closer to 0. For this test we used the
low-resolution Wang
2)

Color + Cols.
Plaintext
1
0,95
0,9
0,85
0,8
0,75
0,7

In terms of color information, as we defined in def. 3, some
statistical properties will be leaked due to the deterministic algorithm
used in IES-CBIR encryption. In fact, a PPTA with access to
ciphertexts will be able to extract color histograms from the
encrypted images and identify similarity among images relatively to
their color. This however, is a desirable feature to support privacypreserving CBIR in the cloud, as discussed previously. Nonetheless,
even if a PPTA has access to a large number of ciphertexts, it will
still be impossible to disclose the real color values of pixels and
decrypt any image.
Furthermore, we remark that even if a PPTA has managed to gain
access to a repository’s trapdoor key, some access keys and/or pairs
of plaintext-ciphertext images (for instance, a malicious user), he
won’t gain any advantage over other encrypted images in that
repository or over other repositories, as long as the PRNG and the
Symmetric-Key Generator functions used are secure. These functions
are used as is, and so IES-CBIR inherits their security properties
directly.

Color + Cols. + All Pixels Rand.
Rows
Encryp=on
Permuta=on

Horizontal
Correla=on

0,65

0,6
0,55

Ver=cal
Correla=on

0,5

0,45
0,4
0,35

Diagonal
Correla=on

0,3

for images as small as 16 16 pixels . Interestingly we note that for
images beyond this threshold size, attacking the access key is always
easier (albeit also unfeasible as seen above).

Color Encryp=on Encryp=on

0,25
0,2
0,15
0,1
0,05
0
--‐0,05

Fig. 2: Average Vertical, Horizontal and Diagonal Correlation
between all pixels of all images in the Wang Dataset

Fig. 3: Example of IES-CBIR image encryption

B. Experimental Evaluation
To access the benefits of leveraging IES-CBIR to design privacyenhanced image outsourced storage we have imple-mented a
prototype system. The prototype, developed in the Java language,
implements IES-CBIR and the protocols de-scribed in sec. IV-C.
Through this prototype, we conducted an experimental evaluation of
the security, performance and pre-cision of the proposed solution. All
experimental assessments were carried out through Amazon EC2
instances, both for user simulation and for the cloud storage. To
simulate geographic distance, user computations were done in
Oregon’s data-center instances, and the cloud’s computations were
done in a North-Virginia’s data-center instance. Furthermore, all
6

instances were of the general-purpose m3.large type . For testing
purposes, we used two image datasets: the Wang dataset [14],
containing 1000 low-resolution images with JPEG compressed size
of 29.8 MB; and the Inria Holidays Dataset [31], containing 1491
high-resolution images with total JPEG compressed size of 2.8 GB.
We present our results in the following order: first we start by
discussing the experimental security evaluation from the statistical

Dataset, proving that IES-CBIR can achieve high levels of entropy
even for smaller images. All pixels of all images in the dataset were
considered, being the average results presented in Fig. 2. The first
point in the figure represents the plaintext images; the second
represents IES-CBIR color encryption only; the third is color
encryption plus columns shifting; the fourth is color encryption plus
columns and rows shifting (i.e., full IES-CBIR encryption); and the
last point is random permutation of all pixel positions between each
others. The results show that color encryption alone reduces much of
pixel correlation levels but its not enough (avg. 0; 25 correlation). By
adding columns and rows random shifting (texture encryption),
correlation level is brought to close to 0 values (0; 0006 for vertical
and diagonal correlation and 0; 02 for horizontal, as most images in
the dataset have less height than width). Furthermore, with random
permutation of all pixels we can further decrease correlation by one
order of magnitude (0; 0001 and 0; 00003), but at a much higher
performance cost (w l random numbers and permutations required
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instead of w + l) and with little gain as correlation is already very
close to absolute 0. To conclude this section, we present in Fig. 3 an
example of IES-CBIR encryption applied on an image from the used
dataset.

VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have proposed a novel cryptographic scheme,
named IES-CBIR, to support privacy-preserving out-sourcing of
storage and search/retrieval of images in the encrypted domain,
implemented with readily-available storage clouds. Key to the design
of IES-CBIR is the observation that in images, color information can
be separated from texture information, enabling the use of different
encryption techniques with different properties for each one.
Leveraging IES-CBIR, we designed a secure framework focused on
dynamic, multi-tenant image outsourcing, focused on retrieval
scenarios, where the reduction of network traffic and client’s
computational overhead were central aspects of the design. To
validate our proposal in terms of security, efficiency, and precision,
we presented a formal analysis and experimental evaluation of a
prototype system leveraging IES-CBIR, comparing the results with
relevant alternatives from the literature. Obtained results show that
our approach is secure and doesn’t leak private information of
involved parties while having good retrieval precision, and better
performance with lower computational overhead imposed on clients.

[12] W. Lu, A. L. Varna, A. Swaminathan, and M. Wu, “Secure image
retrieval through feature protection,” 2009 IEEE Int. Conf. Acoust.
Speech Signal Process., pp. 1533–1536, Apr. 2009.
[13] W. Lu, A. Swaminathan, A. L. Varna, and M. Wu, “Enabling Search
over Encrypted Multimedia Databases,” in IS&T/SPIE Electron. Imaging, Feb. 2009, pp. 725 418–725 418–11.
[14] J. Z. Wang, J. Li, and G. Wiederhold, “SIMPLIcity: Semanticssensitive Integrated Matching for Picture LIbraries,” IEEE Trans.
Pattern Anal. Mach. Intell., vol. 23, no. 9, pp. 947–963, 2001.
[15] R. Agrawal, J. Kiernan, R. Srikant, and Y. Xu, “Order preserving
encryption for numeric data,” in Proc. 2004 ACM SIGMOD Int. Conf.
Manag. data. ACM, 2004, pp. 563–574.
[16] H. Muller,¨ W. Muller,¨ D. M. Squire, S. Marchand-Maillet, and T.
Pun, “Performance evaluation in content-based image retrieval:
overview
and
proposals,”
pp.
593–601,
2001.

This work’s main focus was on privacy issues. However one also
has to consider issues related to reliability and availability as
complementary dependability criteria. While we don’t address these
explicitly in this paper, we plan to focus on them in future work, by
combining different cloud in-frastructures with independent
administration and independent failures, exploring diversity to
improve dependability criteria, fault-tolerance and intrusionresilience.
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